


An AEC Energy Audit reviews the way the building is being used, identifies opportunities 
where you can generate energy savings, and provides a convenient way to prioritize activities. 

There are multiple ways to reduce energy consumption in your 
building, but where do you start? What steps can you take today 
that will deliver fast, meaningful, long-term results?

By focusing on just one aspect of your building,  AEC - your local Trend energy specialist can help 
you easily generate savings of up to 25% on energy use for little, or possibly no, investment.

Trend Control Systems. Global experience locally delivered.

ARRA and GSA
Around the country organizations just like yours got their piece of the american recovery and r einvestment act ( arra ) pie by building 
or upgrading their facilities with energy efficient building controls. AEC can help you maximize your stimulus investment by:

Each type of commercial building faces specific challenges 

in its use of energy, but what they all share is a voracious 

appetite for energy. Electricity, the most expensive fuel 

form per equivalent bTU, has historically accounted for as 

much as 65% of building energy costs.

The design and construction of energy-smart buildings 

benefits building owners and occupants alike:

• Owners can lower their energy costs by at least 50%, 

then measure, monitor and sustain those savings—

while also reducing maintenance and capital costs. 

• Building employees and occupants enjoy increased 

comfort, health and productivity. 

• Everyone conserves energy resources, and enjoys 

cleaner air and a healthier environment.

Why building owners must rethink their 
building’s energy performance
For more than 30 years, the United States has enacted 

increasingly detailed energy legislation, codes and 

standards with provisions and tax breaks for commercial 

enterprises that reduce their energy consumption. For 

example, the energy policy a ct of 2005 included tax breaks 

of up to $1.80 per square foot for commercial building 

owners who improved their energy systems.

The good news
Monitoring your building’s energy efficiency can make 

you compliant with legislation, and eligible for standards, 

incentives, and efficiency programs offered by state energy 

offices and utilities companies. 

These organizations may also offer incentives for efficiency 

improvements; for example:

•  Utility-sponsored efficiency programs such as 

d emand r esponse, in which a participating 

organization conducts on-demand load-shedding in 

return for reduced electrical rates.

• Certification in voluntary programs, such as 

Energy Star and “green” building programs and 

designations such as LEED .

Trend building energy management systems
A building energy management system (BEMS) typically 

controls 60–80% of a building’s energy requirements. 

your BEMS can also integrate lighting, fire and life safety, 

card access and other vital building systems for simplified, 

centralized control.

• Offering a wide variety of building solutions providing unmatched range, reach and innovation

• Deploying multiple communication protocols that enable your building to be whatever you need it to be

•  Supporting a network of dedicated service professionals who can efficiently and effectively pull it all together for you

• Commercial and programmable thermostats that can reduce heating and cooling demand by 15–20%

• Variable frequency drives ( VFd s) that can reduce the electricity a motor consumes by 30–60%

   Trend is also GS a  listed, making it even easier for you to purchase individual components or entire 
building automation systems.
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AEC energy audit
To identify what you can achieve it is important to understand the current situation within a building:  A comprehensive energy 

audit is your first step. in most cases, simply reviewing and adjusting how you manage and control your energy will often 

yield significant energy savings: experience suggests that building owners save up to 25% of total energy use immediately 

following the initial visit. 

•  Intelligent system programming:  Making your 

building operate at peak efficiency through high 

precision products and control techniques such as 

Schedules, o ptimum Start & Stop, Free c ooling, and 

Monitoring and Targeting.

•  Fine-tuning your system:  performing regular 

inspections on your building system so that your 

facility continues to achieve and maintain energy 

efficiency.

Direct action can involve all employees, which can help 

change the attitude and culture within a business. In

turn, you have a great positive story you can share with 

shareholders, customers, prospects and even the media—  

a win/win/win situation. 

American Energy Care  is an energy control specialist who 

can do a l evel o ne energy audit—free of charge—which 

consists of getting familiar with a facility, its systems, 

known issues, and an idea of energy expenditures. 

If the potential is there for considerable paybacks, AEC

 can then provide you with a comprehensive audit 

that clearly identifies energy-saving opportunities and a 

specific actionable plan you can implement right away. 

How it works
AEC your local  Trend energy expert can help you generate 

maximum energy savings in three primary ways:

•  Helping you understand your BEMS:  Teaching you 

everything you want to know about maintaining 

your controls system and enabling you to become 

your building’s own energy expert. 
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